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COSEN SAWS SH-1300LF
Cosen’s new SH-1300LF straight-cut band saw 
is ideal for cutting structural and large beams. It 
features a 20-hp blade motor, a 25∕8-in.-wide blade, 
an independent control panel and a heavy-duty Quad 
Rail design (two per side) for added stability. It can cut 
up to a 51.2-in.-wide piece of material and features 
Cosen’s helical bevel gearbox for engine power and 
endurance, blade speed management, an integral 
coolant system and blade guidance for cut efficiency 
and maintaining blade life.

For more information, visit www.cosensaws.com 
or call 877.871.6633.
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AUTOMATED LAYOUT TECHNOLOGY 
LIGHTNING RAIL
The Lightning Rail is the first automated 
marking machine created specifically for the 
layout of handrails, but can be used for so much 
more. Forget about the countless hours spent 
with tape measures, squares and soapstone. Your 
layout times will be reduced to a fraction of the 
time, and the machine works with any DXF file. 
Marking ink washes off quickly and easily. The 
compact design will fit easily into your existing 
fabrication environment. Tables are offered in 
4-ft and 8-ft widths with a length just under 30 ft.

For more information or to see a video 
demonstration, visit www.automatedlayout.com 
or call 603.402.3055.

OCEAN BLASTER SHOT BLAST SYSTEM
The Ocean Blaster is an ultra-compact, fully integrated 
shot blast solution that will fit any steel fabricator’s space 
and budget requirements. The exceptionally efficient 
turbine design allows fabricators to clean steel with low 
power consumption, reducing costs even further. Pre-
blasting steel reduces grinding, cleaning and reworking 
and creates a clean work environment, improving morale 
and safety. Also, when placed in-line with a plasma 
machine, the Ocean Blaster makes an ideal solution 
to remove the inevitable dross that is left behind. The 
entire Ocean Blaster, including dust-extraction unit, 
requires only 12 ft × 25 ft of floor space and only 13 
ft of headroom, making it ideal for even the smallest 
fabrication shops. Despite its compact size, the Blaster 
will handle all profiles up to 40 in. tall and 20 in. wide.

For more information, visit www.oceanblaster.com 
or call 800.286.3624.


